
Why The Alien Character/Sigil of non-8-base-binary and not the CPU or any base-latin ...
Why we as a species need to abandon the Mossad/CIA/NSA/DIA/DOD Microkernel/Minix HAL 
back-doored Computer and it’s inferior low density foreign trade processor for the Alien 
Characters... Blue light/WiFi/5G is a Dysgenics/Eugenics Tool, Bluetooth is useless and needs to 
be disabled and removed, todays software is not even Microkernel, it is Monolic at best and uses 
gigs of RAM, uses a new UEFI/BIOS, does nothing at the Hardware Application Layer Level, 
Linux has Iptables and not Packet Filter, some have sudo, others have Systemd, we were sold off 
as collateral to the debt instruments after the Cestui Que Vie Act of 1666 AD, The Act of 1871 
America/USA was declared a Corporation and it serves the District of Columbia and not the 
people, the Emergency Banking Act of 1933, the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, The Mossad is 
involved in putting a microkernel HAL Hardware Application Layer back-door in all 
commercially sold Processors World Wide Globally as a means of control of all intellectual 
property through Uniform Commercial Code, goes all the way back to Vatican Roman Times, 
Rights are Imaginary, This reality is fake, martians started the God Myth and destroyed mars, 12
Alien Races, then some Capensis, then some Zionist Jews who are the real despots, the Mossad 
did 9/11, Israel did 9/11, fake truthers everywhere, the ADL/SPLC/ACLU all censor any true free 
speech anyways, all press is controlled by a handful of telepahic martians the 12 races, Capensis, 
and Zionist Jews, Ben Bernanke was a Jew, Edward Bernays was a Jew, Karl Marx was a Jew, 
Lenin was a Jew, Stalin was a Jew, Mow was a Jew, Mussolini was a Jew, and they all had no 
foreskin and were snipped, The TV is a Lilly/SCALAR Wave Box... It is all a Mossad OP, Israel 
did it, along with the OKC Bombings, 757 Plane Crash, London Bus Bombings, JFK, Sinking of 
the USS Liberty, 911, everything you can possibly fucking think of period... The Alien Character 
is not on the Computer it is on a writing utensil, a bic pen or crayon, or colored pencil or pencil 
or any of those, a marker, anything that writes... It is not of any of the 100 languages or dialectics,
it has no 8-base binary instruction set, it is not a One-Time Pad and One-Time Pads can still be 
possibly manually enumberated, it is just that a made up alien character associated by an 
autonous piece of writing, not linear like a Jock puzzle-piece astrology chart that the Zionist Jews
and One World Communism Despots all want the Goyim to follow in help to keep the act of the 
decline and killing of the Goyim for they are Idolaters and Apostates according to the Zionist 
Jews who read the 5th book of Deutoronomy in the Torah and Babylonian Talmud, you still see no
Modern Day Christians killing other apostates/atheists/pagans/blasphemers/idolaters in 
accordance to Deutoronomy 13 of the Bible because it is so liberated now that people fail to 
notice and simply live in hypocrisy and sin... The system is only there for a modus operandi 
corrution process, consider sport/alcohol/drugs/sex/prostitution/escorts/exitotoxin/IL1/IL6/gluta 
foods/Hollywood all tools of Occams Razor, Jekyl and Hyde, to gaslight, lie, dumb down, nullify, 
pacify, sterilize, corrut, destroy and decline and kill off all of our goyim, The Alien Character will
use only a Bic Pen and no Binary Instruction Set, One-Time Pads are still enumeratable and all 
processors commercially sold have the Motorolla Israeli Silicon Limited Microkernel Hardware 
Application Layer Minix back-door built right into them and there is absolutely nothing you can 
ever do about it... The zionists control all VISAs and Passports have more than 5 nationals, whilst
you only have 2, control all tariffs/imports/exports/intellectual property, reprise all rights, 
racketeer us by every penny to the tithe, allow for no protection from Directed Energy Weapon 
Attacks, Voice 2 Skull, Extremly Low Frequency below 100 Hz, Hypersonic Sound of 
infrasonic/ultrasonic combo (used on homeless), you have no way out of the Uniform Commercial
Code Racketeering/Human Trafficking Game the Zionist Jews AKA the original Communists 
that Hitler hated so much that according to Ovadia Yosef a known Zionist Jew helped to kill of 
100 Million Russians, and if you dare question the 6 Million Holohoax in some foreign countries 
during history class you can be exiled and killed overseas real easily for simply voicing your 
offensive opinion, David Irving and David Duke ... Brought to you by UCC and Crystal Meth!!!


